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Plastic Gear Design Basics
ILNP Engineeri'nUI PI'astics.I'nc.
gears seldom u e any other tooth forms.

performance of his gear. While a variety
of plastic gear tooth profiles are avail-

mooLlt uniform motion. To compensate,
the tip of the tooth is gradually thinned
from half way up the addendum. This
modification is most useful in gears that
are highly loaded (for their material) and
is nOI. always requ:ired in pIa tic gears.
Elimination of Undeflcut.The teeth of
gears having a small number of teeth will
often be undercut at the root of the gear.
Thi will weaken the gear tremendously
and should be avoided in plasticgears,
Baltznced Circular Tootll T/,kkt,ess. 11
two gears in me h are designed a stan-

les weight, lower inertia and are quieter

able, they all u e basic

design

dard, then the gear with the smaller num-

than metal. Plastic gears often require

techniques

the design of the

ber of teeth (the pinion) win have teeth

lastic

gears

are serious

rive tonaditional

alterna-

metal gears in a

wide variety of applications,

The

use of plastic gears has expanded
from low-power; precision motion transmission into more demanding power transmission applications. As de igners pu h
I.helimits of acceptable plasticgear applications, more is learned about the behavior
of plastics in gearing and how to takie
Plastic

lubrication

gears

provide

III

of

number

over metal gears. Theyhave

110

or can be compounded

with.
such as PIFE or iIi·

internal lubricants

by lite constraints

are not affected

of these standard hobs,

since special tooling must be used when
cutting

the

mold

to compensate

for

If ahob with a standard pres-

shrinkage.

sure angle is used to cut a mold. a serious tooth profile error will result due to
the mold sh..rinkage of the material
gear designer
variety

advantage of their unique characteristics.
advantage

Injection-moldedgears

is therefore

of techniques

The

free '10 use a

to maximize

to optimize

plastic

the

gear tooth.

that are thinner at the root than lite teeth

Full Fillet Tooth Itadius Modifi~a-

cone. Plastic gears usually have a lower
unit cost than metal
designed

gears

and can be

with part cousolidation

in mind

ofthe gear: The pinion will not be able to
transmit as much power

parts are undesirable
stre s risers.

Using

since they act as
III

full fillet

radius

carry and will be the weak link ill the
design. ~n order to optimize

to incorporate other feature needed i.11an
as embly. The e gears are al o resistant to

between

these sharp corners and can reduce stress

lar tooth thickness

many corrosive environments.

by up to 20% or more. Full fillet radii

be increased

should be used in all plastic gears.

ne s of the gear

The use oflhennoplaslic

materials, for

gears i hampered by a lack of established
loadcarryingand

wear perfonnance

at least when compared

data.

to that available

two teeth. in a gear eliminates

and the circular tooth thickhould be decreased.

way of the next oncoming

POT tooth forms (Fig. 1) and the ISO

tain guideline.

for estimating

and toa v.arying

feasibslity of their use.
However. these guidelines have evolved
from equations originally worked out. for

of the pinion should

incorporate

happen

technical.

the load car-

of the gear set. the circu-

When a
tooth deflects under load. it can get in the

,there are cer-

the

rying capability

Tip .Relie/ Modification.

for metal gears; nonetheles
available

as the gear could

in heavily

loaded

tooth. This
metal

extent :in most plastic

gears. This type of interference
noise.

excessive

gears

weal'

and

can cause

a loss of

Two tooth form for plnstie gear

R53

these modifications

Modified

(Fig.

2). These

thai

are the
tooth

forms are essentially

the . arne. differing

only in nomenclature.

The ISO form uses

the metric

module.

m, while the POT

metals and do, not take into account some
of the unique behavior found in thermopla tic materi als.
This

article

win attempt

some of the important

be considered

when

tions and techniques

Iro reveal

points thai must
using

these

to evaluate

eqna-

thermo-

plastic gears. The focus will be on spur
gears; however.

the basic points covered

can be extended

to other types as well.

=

P :Diametral Pitch
a= Addendum
p" Circular Pitch
h = Depth 01 straight portion
01 clede:ndum 10 lpoint 01
tangency with root radius

Plastic Gear Tooth Design
Hobs used to cut teeth in metal gears
are available off the shelf, and for cost.
reasons,

designers

of commercially

cut

Fig.l - PGH tooth form.
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Fig. 5 - Desiglll for ribs, bosses. gus·
sets and projections.

_
tooth forms use diametral pitch, P. While
these forms are useful, they are by no
means the only forms available, Other
designs may be used to optimize a gear
et for its particular application.
When using Ibeselypes of moclfications, some adju tmem mu t be made to
lite equatioes for tooth bending stress
and allowable stress. If tooth thickness
ha been modified. the Lewis form factors for standard tooth thickness should
be multiplied by the ratio of the thickness of the modified tooth to the thickness of tile standard tooth,
Ove.raU Part Design
The modifications above apply to the
design of the gear tooth itself, but are
adaptations of basic plastic part design
guidelines. When designing any plastic
part, these rules must be taken into consideration. Since plastic gear teeth will be
attached to some plastic part, the e rules
mu t al 0 apply to lite overall design.
One of the most. important features in
a good plastic design is the nominal
wall. The nominal wan i the feature
which gives the part its shape, The
thickness of thenominal waU wiUinfluence the strength,. cost, weight and precision of the part. Typical injection
molding technique work best whenthe
nominal wall of the part i .in tbe range
of 0.030"-0.200" thick, Although there
is no uch thingas an average wall thicknes for an injection- molded plastic part,
'O.125"i5 a very common dimension. It is
alsovery important that changes in the
nominal wall should be held to lessthan
25% for low-shrink material and 15%
for high-shrink materials, If a more radical change i.1I.wan thickne s is needed, it
should be made in several steps (Fig, 3).
The biggest problem associated wi,th
large changes in waH thickness is that the
thicker sections will not cool. as quickly
as the thin sections and will therefore
shrink more. This can result in part
warpage and out-of-tolerance parts. One
wa.y to keep a uniform wall thickness is
to core the part equally from both sides.
When two walls meet in a plastic part.
and form a comer, there is a.potential for
stress concentrations and a reduction in
flow, By radiasing the inside comer,
stresses are spread out over a larger area.
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By radiusingan
out ide comer, you
improve the material flow path and maintain a nominal wall thickness. The general recommendation is, for inside 'corners
to be radiuseda minimum of 25,% and a
maximum of 75% of the nominal wall.
Larger ranij reduce stre S coneentration •
but the design trade-off is the resulting
thicksection of material When an inside
corner has a corre ponding outside corner, the outsid radius hould be sized to
maint in a 'uniform wall. If the in ide
radiu i 50% of the nominal wall thickness, then the outside radius should be
150% (Fig. 4).
All but the simplest plastic parts have
projections of some 'type off the nominal
wall. These projections can come in the
form of reinforcing ribs, gussets and
bosse . The mOSI common projection i
the reinforcing rib. Reinforcing ribs are
generally added 10 a part 1.0 increase its
tili"ne
flo coneol th flow of the melt
aero s 'the cav.ity. ln general, the height of
the rib should be no more than 21/1-3
times the thickness of the nominal wall.
Although a taller rib win increase the
stiffne
of the pan, :it will be difficult to
moldproperJy.
TaU rib are difficult to
fill, vent and eject For this reason it is
usually preferable to add two horter ribs
illl the place of one tall one.
The thicknes
of a. rib hould be
approximately half that of the nominal
wall for high-shrink material and! 75%
of the wall in low- brink materials. This
will help control the shrinkage at the
juncti.on of the rib and wall Tile junction
should be radiu ed! a minimum of 25% of
the nominal, wan thickness. Lar:ger radii
will increase the thiekne of the junction
and create sink mar
in the urface
opposite the reinforcing rib. When 1.1 ing
multiple ribbing. th ri,b hould be no
closer to each other than two times the
thickne s of the nominal. wall. Ribs
placed clo er together will be very difficult '10 cool and may result in a large
amount of mclded-in seess (Fig. 5).
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Gear La. out
When de igninga gear to be molded
out of thermo plus tic material, it i important to remember the basic plastic design
guidelines outlined above. The simplest
gear is the flal gear wi.th no rim or hub

requirements ofl.ooth _tr~nglh. The difficulty lies in deciding which part of the
gear is the nominal Wall, and what .i . the
relation. hlp between that feature and the
other pans. Bach part of the gear should,
be designed to perform the de. ir d function wiihout forgetting the basic plastic
de ign guidelines. As with any design
guideline , compromise will und ubtedIy have to be made.
If the gear teeth are treated as a projection off a wall (the rim), the thieknes

gated 'in the 'center. This gear will not
have .any differential shrinkage, ince it
has III ingle nominal wall with no
change inthickne s. These gears hould
not be more than 0.250" thick. and web
and hub design may become more practical if the gear i. over 0.180" thick,
When designing a plastic gear (hat has
a hub a:nd a rim. careful con ideration
must be given to the thiekne s of 'I he varIou parts. Tooth thickne
a:ndheigbt
have already been determmed bylbe
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_
of the rim should
thickne

be 11/4-3 times

'the

s of 'the gear tooth (Fig. 6). The

web and. hub should be at least a thick: as

rim. Since rno

the

gears

t

are gated on

the web, the web could be made thicker
than the hub and rim for better filling.
Once again, the web should .IIOt be more

©

than

~1/4-), 'limes Ithickerthan

rim and

hub. If the hub must be thick, tlle gear

bould

t

be

gated

hub

the

011

in the center.

diaphragm-gated

cases. center diaphragm

or

In all

gates will pro-

vide the most even fill and are recommended.

Fig. 6 - Rim thickness

in relation to web thickness.

to radiusall

Remember

comers 50-75%

inside

of the wall thickness ..

Holes in the web should be avoided, as
they only serve to weaken the gear by
adding knit lines and inducing variable
areas ofl1iglt and low shrinkage in the rim.
which leads to diffi.cuIty oontrolling tolerances (Fig. 7a). Rib

can also affect toler-

ances for the same reason and should be

unless

avoided

absolutely neces~ary. Ifrib

must be added. they should be added to

both sides of the gear, and they should not
be directly opposite each other (Fig. 7b) ..
As embf:ie
The

four modifications

guidelines outlined
stronger

injection

However,

to

tandard

tic pan design

gear and basic thermopla
above
molded

will provide
plastic

gears,

the gears rnn t remainm

mesh

at the proper points. When two gears are
brought

into close

between
their

me h,the

i half the sum of

their centers
tandard

referred

to

as

distance

pitch

diamel.ers

the standard

and

center

is
dis-

tanee, Spur and .helicaI gears will operate
at a wide range ofcenter

Table 1 - Common Allowances
I

"I

and it

distances,

is rare that the be t operating

center dis-

--

I

Material

lor Moisture
I

Mlin/inJ

Acetal

I

tance:i

the' standard

center

Also, the gear designer

distance.

mast compensate

0.0005

for any environmental.

condidons

Nvlon '6{S

0.0025

might. affect the center

distance.

center distance

the gears is too

Nylon 6/6 + 30% glass fiber

0.0015

P'olyc.arbonate

0.0005

between

small. thermaland environmental

1-

may

cause the center distance

to

that

If the
effects
close

in

and bind the gears ..
-

-

---

--

---

-

Factors

-

Formula For Increasing Center Distance

Tel + Tel
1

+(
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which can

affect

I'he oper.ating

center distance of the gears include ther-

a

)
H

mal expan ion of' the gears,
housing,

dimensional

shafts

changes

and

due to

absorption, runoul in the bearings used to locate the gears and tile
overall accuracy of the gears themselves.
moisture

In order La prevent 'the gear: from bind·
ing becau e of these change , it. may be
necessary to increase 'the center disrance,
Thi ' increase can be calculated with the
equation displayed on page 38,
where:
l!i~
required increase in center di ~

=

ranee
T~, = maximum total compc ite
C
T

=
=

(l

=

M

=

.-.-.-1II
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tol-

erance in gear
close mesh center di lance
maximum operating temperalure gears will see in OF
coefficient of linear !hennal
expansion of the material
,(lnlinfOF)

du to moisture absorption of hub material (inJin)

expan ion

TrR = maximum allowable runout of
bearing
The sub eripts 1. 2, and H refer to
gear J. gear 2 and the housing. The coefficient of linear thermal expan ion can
usually be found an malerial data beets
provided by the material upplier. Expansion due to moisture absorption is not
r~di1y available and is not the same as
the rate of water absorption normally
reported on data sheets. If th gears in
question will not immediately be expo ed to high humidity. the expan ion of
rna t plastic i minima] and maybe effset by the light Jrrinkage of the pIa tic
thai ocCW'S a molded-in
tre es relax
gradually over time.
For hygroscopic material,
ucb as
nylon, ttl expan ion may be more
important Some common ,allowances are
shown in Table I. For maleri.a1s not
shown Gil this table, you can us the
:polycarbonale numbers for low moisture
material and the Nylon 6/6 number for
hygro copic material .
.Part ,Consolidation.
On of the rna t useful features of
thennopla tic ,injection molded gears is
the abiHty '10 consolidate a number 'Of
part into one multi·functianal
de ign.
The imple I form af thi i molding the
gear haft and gear a . a ingle unit. It is
at overy common to mold two OJ!' more
pur or helical gears as a one-piece unit
called a compound gear. When molding
compound
gears, it is important
to
remember 'the rules concerning Ilomifla]

wall thickness and radii. Simply stacking
one gear on another will lead to thick
sections, unequal cooling and low 'ICIer·
ance. Fig. 8 haws tile difference
between a good design and one tha.ti .
too, thick,

Gear 'Ii. ling
Plastic and metal gears fail. in the
arne ways if the gear material design
Limit. are exceeded. All new applications
should be prototype te ted near or at
operational conditions. The only way to
really know how a gear willperforrn is to
test a prototype molded gear.
Accelerated tests at speeds higber
than required

of a

given

applic-atioll are

often of no value. Increasing temperature

above the normal working temperature
may cau e rapid failure. whereas under
noma! operating conditions. the gear
may work welt 'fest conditions hould
always come as close to actual conditions as po ible,
Gear Falun: Mechanisms.
.A.dhe ille 0,. "normal" wear. Thi
type of wear result from the intermittent
welding and tearing of small areas of the
opposing wear surfaces. If the welding is
at a microscopic level. 'then the re ult
will be !I normal uniform wear rate.
External lubrication of the gears works
to keep,llle surfaces separased andinhibit wear. PTFE compounded intc th thermoplastic acts U! a lubricant by forming
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a thin film on both the gear and its mate.
This PTFE tran fer film has low friction
and wear rate . [0 plastic-on-plastic gear
pairs, at least one of the gears should
contain PTFE. Using an external lubricant with PTFE lubricated gears may not
give as good Eli result, since the grease
may act as a release agent and prevent
the formation of the transfer film.
However. since there is a period of
break-in. PTFE-Iubricated!
gears will
have a higher wear rate while the transfer layer forms. A Light external lubrication may slow the wear of the gear on
tart-up .if it doe not inhibit the formalion of the layer.
In unlubricared plastic gears, failure at
the pitch line usually occurs due to
nonuniform or excessive wear. This kind
of wear increase frictional beat (softens
material) and increase the pitch line load
on a tooth with a reduced cross-section,
Thi u ual}y bend the tooth over at the
pitch line. resulting in tooth smearing or
complete breakage ..This may look like a
fatigue fa:illure, but it is reaUya wear failure. If a gear is well lubricated, then frictional forces are reduced, which will
lower the heat build-up and wear.
In general, dissimilar materials wear
better than similar ones. However. this is

not always the case, and some sort of
wear testing hould be performed followed by prototype testing of the gear
pair in question if the wear te t results
look acceptable. If a plastic gear is 1.0 be
run against a metal gear, the metal gear
face should have a finish of 12-15 uin.
for good wear resistance.
Abrarive. Abrasive wear takes place
whenever a hard particle is present
between the contact surfaces. This material may be wear debris from one of the
gears or dirt fromthe environment. This
Iype of wear may also be present if one of
the gears (1.1 uaUy metal)!tas a rougher-surface than the other. The particle rust. penetrate the material and then "plow" off
pieces of material fromlhe surface, Design
for abrasive wear should be avoided.
.P,iJti".g~ Pitling is defined a a surface
fatigue failure that occurs when the
endurance
limit of the material. is
exceeded. Gears under loadare
ubject
to surface and subsurface
tresses. If the
loads are high enough and the tress
cycles repeated often enough. area will
fatigue and fall from tile surface. The
area of the pitch Line receives the highest
stress and is most prone to pitting. Pitting
is fatigue related and is generallymdependent. of lubrication. Pitting is rare :in

POOR DEIIGH:
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• Uniform .all thlclmn8
• Improved web placfinent
• Higher tOOl coal ofI'Ml by

procluctlon gains

plastic. but can occur, 'especially if the
system is well-lubricated (low wear),
Plastic Flow. Plastic flow iscaused
by high contact stresses and the rolling
and sliding action of tile mesh. It is 8. _ urface deformation
resulting from the
yi.elding of the surface and subsurface
material Since pIa tic are in ulators
and have low melting temperature (compared to metals) they tend to melt and
flow ill situation
where metal gears
would score. III plastic gears, the initial
plastic flow is in the radial direction. It
may not be detrimental, as it may relieve
itself. However. in more severe cases,
the flow will be in the axial direction,
and tooth breakage will soon follow.
Plastic flow indicates that the operating
conditions are too severe and that failure
i not far away. Lubrication (intern a] and
external) can help prevent tm condition
by lowering the amount of heat generated by friction.
Fracture. racture i failure by tooth
breakage of a whole tooth. or at [east a
good part of it. This can be the resuh of
overloading (stall, impact) or from cycle
stressing (fatigue) of the tooth beyond
the endurance limit of the material
The etype of fracture generally occur
at. the root fillet and propagate along the
'base of'the tooth. Fractures in unlubrieated systems ar",e usuaUy due 10 overload.
Fractures high on the tooth are usually
wear related.
Thermal Cyclic fi'alJ'gue, Unlubricated and lubricated gears may fail due to
thermal cyclic fatigue, Tooth bendtng
stresses always result i some hysteresis
heating and ince plastics are such good
thermal insulators, thisresults in a materia] opera ling temperature rise, This temperature rise caa Il.ower the SIreQgitll of d1.e
material and cau e pitch line deformation
failure (tooth fold over). 0
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